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QUESTIONS (M.C.Q)Tick the correct option:

(Q1)In the sum of 1984, 2417 and 1689,how many thousands are
there?
(a)5 (b)6(c)7(d)8.
(Q2) Which of the following is a leap year?
(a)2006(b) 2010(c) 2012(d)2014
(Q3)10 minutes to 12 can be read as :
(a)11:40 (b)11:50 (c)12:10(d)12:50
(Q4)Which number will come next in the following series:
200,190,170,140……………………..(a) 130

(b)120(c) 110(d) 100

(Q5)Rod A is 5m 9cm long while Rod B is 8 m 6cm long.B is longer than
A by how much?
(a)3m 3cm (b) 2m70 cm (c) 3m7cm

(d)2m 97cm

(Q6) 1 Km=………m?
(a) 200m (b) 3000m(c)1000m (d) 4000m
(Q7) The reminder obtained,when 420 is divided by 8 is :
(a)0 (b) 1(c) 2(d) 4

(Q8) Kewal’s mother bought 8 cases of mineral water for a party
.There were 24 bottles in each case .How many bottles did she buy
altogether?
(a) 132(b) 172(c) 184(d) 192
(Q9)There are three primary schools in a city. The total strength of
these schools is 1200,1300 and 1500 respectively . How many pupils
are there in all in three schools?
(a)3000 (b) 3500(c) 3800

(d) 4000

(Q10) Shaloo invited 7 girls to her birthday party. Only 3 girls came
.What fraction of the girls did not attend the party?
(a) 3/7

(b) 4/3(c)3/7 (d) 4/7

(Q11)Pencils cost Rs 1.60 each and erasers cost Rs.1.20 each. Find the
cost of 5 pencils and 5 erasers.
(a)Rs 10.80

(b) Rs 12.60

(c) Rs 13.20

(d)Rs 14

(Q12)XXX-XV=?
(a) XX (b) XXV

(c) XV

(d) X

(Q13) If we add 9tens, 5 hundreds and 3ones then the result is :
(a)17

(b) 395

(c)593

(d) 953

(Q14) The population of village is 6410.If there are 1973 woman and
1459 children ,how many men are therein the village ?
(a) 4238

(b)2978

(c) 3432

(d) 2507

(Q15)Which of the following units would you use to measure the
weight of a bicycle .
(a) gram

(b) milligram

(c)kilogram

(d)miles

(Q16)The capacity of petrol tank in a car is 26 L 200ml. It contains 17 L
525 ml of petrol .How much more petrol it can take in ?
(a)8 L 675 ml (b) 4L 123ml

(c) 2L 453ml

(d)3L 980ml

(Q17)Short form of 5thousands +0 hundreds+ 6tens +7 ones is………….
(a) 5067

(b) 5076

(c) 5760 (d) 0675

(Q18) Repetition of a Roman numeral means………….. ?
(a) multiplication

(b)addition

(c) subtraction(d) division

(Q19)A quadrilateral bounded by two horizontal line segments and two vertical
line segments is called a……………………
(a) rectangle

(b) triangle (c)square

(d)circle

(Q 20)15 minutes past 6 =………………
(a) Half past6

(b) quarter to 6

(c) quarter past 6

(d) None of them
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